
Automatic and reliable pest 
control without poison

Danish rodent trap, patent pending, with an 
online reporting system
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AuroTrap is a Danish rat and mouse 
trap (patent pending) that guarantees 
humane and poison-free pest control. 
The reliable trap requires only minimal 
maintenance and automatically notifies 
you via the app when it needs servicing.

Welcome to Aurocon
– Intelligent and reliable  
pest control
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At Aurocon ApS (Automated 
Rodent Control), we want to 
contribute to a more environmen-
tally-friendly solution for pest 
control without the use of poison. 
The laws surrounding the use of 
rodenticides (anticoagulants) are 
becoming increasingly restrictive. 
That is why we have developed an 
automatic, efficient, and intelligent 
rat trap.

AuroTrap is a Danish-designed 
rat trap, developed after years of 
experience in pest control. The 
design is especially attractive to 
rats because of the special “pas-
sageway design” (patent pend-
ing), which attracts these invasive 
pests. 

About Aurocon

Our innovative hardware is 
combined with comprehensive 
data collection and automatic 
reporting. This makes AuroTrap 
attractive both as a preventative 
measure and as a pest control 
solution. 

AuroTrap is easy to service, min-
imizes the need for physical in-
spections, and provides optimal 
security.

AuroTrap is the obvious choice 
when you want to:

 Fight pests efficiently in an eco-
friendly way with no use of poison

 Avoid secondary poisoning of 
wildlife that naturally scavenges 
on dead rats and mice

Please contact Aurocon owner Preben 
Asp, via telephone at +45 30623553 or 
email at info@aurocon.dk. He’s happy to 
discuss your options, concerns, or answer 
any questions you may have about how to 
protect your business or organization. 

Here, you can enjoy a free consultation 
about how to protect your business or 
organization against rats and mice. No 
obligation required! 
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no use of poison

 Can be used with a preferred lure

 No secondary poisoning of wildlife and pets

 Energy saving; on average, the battery lasts 
for 24 months

 Automatic data collection and reporting; 
among other things, this tells you when the 
trap needs servicing

 English-speaking customer service; we offer 
free guidance on where to place the trap for 
optimal efficiency

 Extended guarantee for subscribers with 
free replacement and return of traps 

 Data collection is done using Narrowband 
network. Which covers better than the 
existing mobile network.

AuroTrap is an efficient rodent trap, which humanely 
exterminates both rats and mice without the use of 
poison.

The trap is built into a steel box, which can be 
free-standing, used with or without grounding anchors, 
or mounted on a wall. The steel box is weatherproof 
and locked with a key, so neither humans nor non-target 
animals will be harmed.

When a rat or mouse enters the trap, a CO2-cartridge 
activates a piston. This exterminates the pest using com-
pressed air. Every CO2-cartridge contains enough com-
pressed air to eliminate around 80 rats or mice. 

About AuroTrap
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1 Pests are lured to the trap
   A rat or mouse is lured to the trap with 

poison-free bait and the specially-designed 
passageway. This takes into account rodent 
movement patterns for improved accuracy.

2 Humane and secure extermination
   The trap’s sensors will register when a 

rodent enters the trap. It will eliminate the 
pest with a compressed air piston; quick, 
secure, and humane.

3 Data collection
   The trap collects a wealth of data, which is 

automatically transmitted to a server that 
is accessible from both a computer and 
smartphone. This data will be assembled, 
and the server will be notified each time a 
pest is exterminated.

The dead rodents can be collected by 
wildlife.

How AuroTrap works
Automatic and environmentally-friendly pest control
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4 Automatic resetting
   The trap automatically resets itself. 

Every CO2-cartridge contains enough 
compressed air to eliminate roughly 80 
rodents.

5 Wildlife picks up the exterminated rodents
   The rodents are eliminated without risk of 

secondary poisoning to other animals. The 
dead rodents can be scavenged by cats, owls, 
and other natural wildlife.
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AuroTrap automatically collects a large amount of data, 
which is sent to a server. All data is accessible via smart-
phone and computer. 

The sensors in the trap can distinguish between rats and 
mice. This gives you a more accurate overview of the 
pest control situation.

Automatic data collection and 
reporting 

 Trap number

 Trap placement

 Number of rats eliminated 

 Number of mice eliminated

 The extermination date of rodents

 The extermination time of rodents

 Battery level

 Compressed air level

 Which direction did the animal 
come from

 Daytime off funktion

 Activity memory in case of signal 
interruption

Data that is transferred to the server: 



Statement from a customer
“AuroTrap has a multi-kill feature so it 
remained effective, even after a blow to 
pests. It can fight up to 80 animals before 
you need to open the trap. It is much 
more effective than the known flap traps. 
Which made it easy for me to maintain.

The app function with history about the 
status and number of killing animals, gave 
me the opportunity to document my fight 
to the necessary authorities.

We have maintained our AuroTrap 
traps on properties. Now they stand as 
security

scheme. At the same time, they are ready 
to start fighting if animals fall into the 
trap.

All in all, AuroTrap was a success for our 
pest control.”

I had a massive 
problem with pests 

(mice and rats) on my 
property.

We chose to try out 
AuroTrap, which has a 

non-toxic fight.

Overall, AuroTrap was 
a success.

Allan Fredsø  
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 The trap collects a large amount of data that is automatically sent to a 
server, where it can be accessed via a computer or smartphone. This 
includes the trap number, trap placement, rats exterminated, mice 
exterminated, time and date, battery level, compressed air level, and 
many other data sets.

  The trap, which is free-standing with no power connection needed, can 
eliminate around 80 rodents before the compressed air cartridge needs 
replacing. The average battery lifetime is 24 months.

Efficient and reliable solution
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The trap automatically sends a notifi-
cation when the CO2-cartridge or the 
battery needs replacing.

The trap is a Danish invention, patent 
pending, developed by Aurocon ApS.  

With the environment in mind, Aurocon 
has further developed traditional pest 
control methods to be a smarter solution 
– one that both saves on maintenance 
and automates pest control without the 
use of rodenticides.

Intelligent pest control 



The individual trap is easily connected to the serv-
er via cellphone GPS when mounted. The online 
system gives instant access to statistics around the 
clock, where the latest data from the trap is auto-
matically logged.

When a rodent is eliminated by the trap, it automatically 
sends a notification to the system. That saves you the 
hassle of unnecessary servicing or maintenance on the 
individual trap.

Advantages of automatic trap surveillance:

 Daily status of the trap

 Accurate overview of the number of pests eliminated

 Efficient pest control

Automatic and intelligent 
monitoring of the individual trap

Poison-free Accurate overview of the 
number of pests eliminated

Efficient pest control
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All extermination takes place 
without danger of secondary poi-
soning to wildlife. The eliminated 
rodents can be scavenged by cats, 
owls, and other predators.

Avoid unnecessary maintenance 
for individual traps. The trap noti-
fies you when it needs servicing.

Protect wildlife against secondary 
poisoning with a poison-free rat trap 
.Strengthen your green profile with 
poison-free pest control.
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We accommodate
the UN Global Goals
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AUROCON
Industrivej 35

9600 Aars
Denmark

+45 3062 3553
CVR 39589877

info@aurocon.dk

aurotrap.com


